
 > With the FEV Collaborative Framework, integrate 
models into the same platform and run them 
simultaneously;

 > Define control rules for the ECU and rapid 
prototyping;

 > Test ECUs, perform calibration and durability tests 
on the test bed;

 > Perform real vehicle certification tests on the road;
 > All this in one single environment:

- Models used in the first steps (driver, gearbox etc.) 
are run in real time with the same level of accuracy on 
the test bed,
- The tests, processes and screens defined in the 
software in the loop (SiL) step can also be reused on 
the engine test bed, or any other type of test beds.
- All this in a common database, covering the whole 
development process. 

WHAT IS THE FEV COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK?
This is a development and validation platform that makes it possible to perform tasks on the rig instead of on the road, and on the 
desktop instead of on the rig. Simulation, calibration, testing and validation methodologies can be brought together in a single process.

 > MORPHEE® All-In-One

>  The FEV Collaborative Framework can be adapted to any 
development center organization:
- Start from scratch: you will considerably reduce the 
number of PCs and software licenses as, thanks to 
MORPHEE® technology, many tasks are accomplished in 
a single software instead of several packages.
  >>  Select MORPHEE® All-in-One software

- Or combine it with third party tools, thanks to the open 
nature of MORPHEE technology.

  >> Select MORPHEE® Ausy  (Automation) and/or  
xCAL™ on-line (model-based calibration) and/or xMOD™  
(co-simulation and virtual experimentation platform),  
that all benefit from MORPHEE® DNA.

- Then connect these tools to a single information system, 
FEVFLEX.

CONFIGURATIONSINNOVATIVE KEY FEATURES
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An advanced technology offering  
Standard road-to-rig-to-desktop solutions 
offering access to FEV methodologies.   

During the initial simulation stage on the desktop, different models 
created via different tools interact on the same platform. The vehicle and 
the different engine components are represented and their interactions 
are simulated. The MORPHEE® Collaborative Framework can be used,  
for example, to validate a new hybrid powertrain concept or to scale the air 
circuit of a new engine, its turbo and its EGR system by evaluating pollution 
emissions and fuel consumption, etc.

THE FEV COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK THE SOLUTION

Use the same code and the same time management techniques all along the process, thanks to MORPHEE® and 
FEVFLEX technologies.

The FEV Collaborative Framework has inherited its DNA from three sources:

 > The MORPHEE® Ausy, the first Windows-based real-time automation system, created 25 years ago. 
 > Time-management techniques for simulation. These techniques were created by a team of highly-skilled researchers 

in digital technologies, simulation and control and validated over the past 10 years through multiple projects, especially 
for new powertrains (conventional/hybrid/electric; passenger cars/heavy duty vehicles, etc.) but also for autonomous 
vehicles. They can be now considered the most advanced in the world.
 > FEVFLEX, a high-end information management system covering the complete development cycle. 

Thanks to this heritage, the FEV Collaborative Framework can host FEV methodologies in a single software 
environment.

In the subsequent stages on the test rig (hardware-in-the-loop,  
engine-in-the-loop), the physical components are introduced: These 
components include the ECU (engine control unit), the EMS (energy 
management system), the BMS (battery management system), the internal 
combustion engine, the electric motor, the battery, etc. The physical 
components are combined with simulated models representing the 
vehicle, the driver or the road: at each stage, the physical component can 
be validated in an environment extremely close to that of the entire vehicle 
and to real driving conditions.

In the final stages of validation, the remaining calibration tasks are performed 
on the road and the vehicle is also validated on the road. Calibration 
tests are performed in real driving conditions. The tests developed in the 
subsequent steps are reused. Capable of operating as a non-intrusive and 
stand-alone system, the FEV solution guides the driver through the test 
cycles. The system can be supplied with an autonomous power supply unit 
to avoid any vehicle power consumption. All standard emission test cycles 
are available for European, Japanese and USA regulations. 

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

THE CHALLENGE: 
- manage time in a software environment: compressed time for simulation, real time for testing...
- ... for a complex system: modern powertrains such as hybrid...
- ... and with highly dissimilar processes, sometimes with contrasting constraints: simulation, testing, validation.
- while also managing data through the development process and retaining all the benefits of the tasks completed in the first 
steps of the development. 

 > One of the advantages of validation by simulation is to make the operation shorter than by real testing and consequently 
to be able to eliminate poor design choices from the outset. This becomes mandatory due to the huge number of possible 
variations offered by modern complex systems such as a hybrid powertrain. Making the operation shorter requires ad-
vanced techniques in compressed time.
 > When models are mixed with real test objects at the HiL, battery test cell or engine test bed stages, the quality of the tests 

depends on the accuracy of the models. Accuracy and representativeness often mean over-sized models and the need for a 
high-performance real-time system able to run them in a deterministic time.

MULTI-MODEL CO-SIMULATION
01 MODEL TO REAL

VIRTUAL AND REAL EXPERIMENTATION
02 MODEL TO REAL

REAL DRIVING CERTIFICATION

03 MODEL TO REAL

>  The new challenge is “road-to-rig-to-desktop”: performing tasks on the rig instead of on the road, and on the desktop 
instead of on the rig.

>  To accomplish this task, the usual approach is to connect different tools and try to improve the communication perfor-
mances between them. In the best-case scenario, these tools are made compliant, so that one object from one tool can be 
used by other tools: however, discrepancies still occur due to the different software packages. FEV has adopted a different 
solution: select a powerful product, MORPHEE® Automation System – the first real time Windows-based Ausy created  
25 years ago – and extend its capabilities, including real-time management, process and work flow, interfaces, etc., to the 
fields of simulation and validation, then connect any information generated by MORPHEE® in FEVFLEX, a powerful infor-
mation system. This is the FEV Collaborative Framework.

With FEV the Collaborative Framework, boost your development facilities!


